
Showers, Taps 
& Accessories

The
Look



When renovating your bathroom it can be 
really difficult to decide on your 

design scheme and pick fittings that 
complement your chosen interior trend. 

To help, Methven has put together this 
handy inspirational guide which will take 
you through key current looks, including 
the industrial revolution, bright and bold 

and monochrome. 

Methven showers and taps aren’t just 
beautiful in their design but they are also 

ahead of the rest in terms of the innovation. 
When I use a Methven product, it feels like a 

different quality experience and what is really 
clever is the technology that goes on inside of 

the products. 

The team of Methven engineers are 
consistently challenging ideas and pushing 
for new technologies. This explains why the 

brand has just achieved its third shower 
spray patent for their new product Tūroa. 

Take a look at page 3 to find out more about 
this stunning collection! 

So, sit back, relax and let us talk you 
through Methven’s range of showers, taps 

and accessories to help you create the 
dream bathroom. 

George Clarke 
Methven UK 
Brand Ambassador

At Methven, we pride ourselves on researching and developing 
the finest showers, taps and bathroom accessories. With over 
130 years’ of experience in design and manufacture, we have 
learned a thing or two about water.

Simply put, we make showering better.

A shower experience 
that puts you in control.

* Compared to a Methven Conventional Shower. Flow rate of both products 
at 9L per minute and tested as per AS 3662-2013 Appendix H.

Unlike conventional showers, Satinjet uses unique 
twin-jet technology to create optimum water 
droplet size and pressure. It produces over 300,000 
droplets per second to provide greater warmth and 
coverage.

Aurajet technology brings a full-bodied spray 
with maximum coverage. Our innovative Aurajet 
technology delivers 20% more spray force and 
twice the amount of skin contact* compared to a 
traditional shower, whilst using less water.

Our patented VJet 
technology puts you 
in control. Choose 
from an invigorating 
post-workout blast, 
to a relaxing gentle 
mist spray when it’s 
time to unwind.

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

20%
more spray force*

2X
the amount of 
skin contact*

An immersive 
shower experience.

The unmistakable feeling of 
300,000 droplets per second.

Our 
Technologies

FIRM 
SPRAY

GENTLE 
SPRAY
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TUROA

Turoa Hand Shower 
(not shown)
TUWOBSSWHUK 
£270.00

Turoa Shower 
Head and Arm 
(not shown)
TUSASS 
£122.40

Thermostatic Bar 
Shower & Kit 
(not shown)
TUCTSSWHUK 
£435.00

TŪROA FEATURES OUR LATEST 
PATENTED SPRAY TECHNOLOGY, 

VJET™ - A VARIABLE SPRAY PATTERN 
THAT CAN BE PERSONALISED TO 

EACH USER. THE SMOOTH HANDSET 
SLIDER ACTIVATES A SEAMLESS 

SPRAY WHICH TRANSITIONS FROM 
AN INVIGORATING BLAST TO A 

GENTLE SPRAY AND EVERYTHING 
IN BETWEEN.

The innovative new Tūroa collection 
of showers, tapware and matching 
accessories will bring a soft industrial 
style to your bathroom interior with its 
sleek minimalist design crafted from 
high-grade stainless steel. 

Tūroa Collection with 
VJet™ Technology

Industrial
Revolution

Robe Hook
TURHSS  £15.85

Turoa Rail 
Shower 
TUSRSSWHUK 
£324.00

Turoa Wall Mounted Bath Spout 
(not shown)
TUSPWBTSS  £118.80

Turoa Wall Mounted Basin Mixer 
With Spout 
TUWBSS  £300.00

Turoa Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(2 outlets)
TU2VDIVSS £470.00

Turoa Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(single outlet) (not shown)
TU1VSS £410.00

Towel Ring
TUTRSS  £29.00

Soap Dish
TUSDSSWH 
 £24.10

Single Towel Bar
TUSTSS  £29.00

Double Towel Bar
TUDTSS  £35.00
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GENTLE 
SPRAY

VJet™ 
Technology

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

Turoa Basin Mixer
TUBSS  £249.46

Press Top Waste 
(not shown)
PTW300/SS  £31.20

Toilet Paper Holder
TUTHSS  £25.00

Bath Filler & Overflow 
(not shown)
PUW206SS  £192.00
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to show unlikeness or differences; 
note the opposite natures

Aio Shower System
AOSSBKUK Black £816.00

Kaha Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(Single Outlet)
KAHA 1VBK Black £437.39

Aio Rail Shower Black
AOSRBK Black £271.20

Aio Rail Shower Chrome 
(not shown)
AOSRCPUK Chrome £232.54

Aio Shower System 
AOSSCPUK Chrome £699.96

Kaha Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(Single Outlet)

KAHA 1V Chrome £349.40

Chrome has been a firm 
favourite for many years, but 
the latest trend to make a big 
impact in bathroom interiors 
is matte black. A black shower 
combined with neutral tiles 
creates a sleek, modern look. 

The award-winning Aio 
collection, which features a 
unique halo design, is available 
in matte black for those who 
dare to create a bold dramatic 
statement. 

The eye-catching Aio range 
incorporates our patented 
Aurajet® technology. Delivering 
20% more spray force and twice 
the amount of skin contact, 
it is guaranteed to give an 
invigorating shower experience. 

Plus, the Aio collection can be 
combined with the distinctive 
Kaha concealed thermostatic 
mixer valve in matte black – 
which is available for one, two 
and three outlets. For a sleek 
bathroom look, team with 
Aio tapware. 

Con- trast

“LOOK AT IT! 
LIKE A HALO OF 
GLIMMERING CHROME, 
THE METHVEN AURAJET® 
IS QUITE UNLIKE 
ANYTHING WE’VE 
SEEN BEFORE.” 

thetestpit.com - Technology & gadgets blog

*compared to a Methven conventional shower at 9l/min 
Aio requires a minimum of 1.0 bar pressure.

Aio Overhead

AOOSCPUK Chrome £290.98
AOOSBKUK Black £430.00

Aio Cool To Touch 
Bar Mixer & Kit

AOCTSCPUK Chrome £349.40

20% more 
spray force 

2 x the amount 
of skin contact*

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details
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To keep the geometric flow running 
through your bathroom opt for the Kiri 
concealed mixer valve, which is perfect 
for lovers of clean lines and strong, 
dynamic forms. The thermostatic 
control allows you to maintain the ideal 
temperature setting, whilst the default 
safety setting prevents scalding but can 
be adjusted when necessary.

Geometric styling is an increasingly popular 
home-interior trend, which has now made 
its way to bathroom interiors, and is the 
inspiration behind the Rua collection. 
The appearance of the Rua shower head 
incorporates a soft square shape, 
for a striking look. 

20% more 
spray force

2x the amount 
of skin contact*

Designed with Aurajet® 

technology, the Rua 
collection delivers 20% 
more spray force and 
2x the amount of skin 
contact*, a full-bodied 
spray with maximum 
body contact and all-
over warmth for a truly 
relaxing experience. 

*compared to a Methven conventional shower at 9l/min 
Rua requires a minimum of 1.0 bar pressure.

Rua Cool To Touch Bar Mixer 
& Easy Fit Kit
RUCTSEFCP Chrome £299.52

Rua handset

RUHSCPUK Chrome £93.60

Kiri Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(Single Outlet)

KIRI 1V Chrome £349.40

In a commitment to protecting the 
environment, the water flow rate 

of the Rua collection has been 
optimised to 7.5 litres per minute, 
ensuring greater water efficiency 

without compromising experience.

Rua Rail Shower
RUSRCPUK Chrome £228.10

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

EASY FIT SHOWER 
RAIL INSTALLATION 

GUIDE
IDEAL FOR RETRO-FIT 
– USE YOUR EXISTING 
SHOWER RAIL HOLES

FIXES ON THE WALL

LOCK

UNLOCK
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“LOOK AT IT! 
LIKE A HALO OF 
GLIMMERING CHROME, 
THE METHVEN AURAJET® 
IS QUITE UNLIKE 
ANYTHING WE’VE 
SEEN BEFORE.” 

thetestpit.com - Technology & gadgets blog

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

Bright

Bold

Black Krome 
Hand Shower
KHSBK Black £127.20

There has been a move 
away from chrome 
towards statement 
shower finishes, such as 
rose gold and copper, 
but the latest trend to 
watch out for is matte 
black. A shower head in 
a matte black finish will 
create a stunning look 
in any bathroom.

Go bright and bold with 
your bathroom interiors 
by pairing a black 
shower with vibrant 
oranges and zesty 
yellows, which have 
been revealed as the 
colours set to dominate 
our homes. Whether it 
be through statement 
tiles or striking 
accessories, adding a 
block colour will lift the 
whole room. 

Start your bright and bold bathroom 
transformation with the Black Krome 
collection, which integrates functionality 
with form. The Black Krome range features 
Airstream™ shower spray, which mixes air 
with water to create a softer, voluminous 
shower experience. 

Finish the look with the matte black Kaha 
concealed thermostatic mixer valve, 
which has separate temperature and flow 
adjustment controls so you can fine-tune 
your shower experience.

Zesty

“BLACK TAPS CONTINUE TO 
BE REALLY BIG IN BATHROOMS. 
THEY FEEL MODERN AND EDGY. 

THE METHVEN BASIN MIXER 
GAVE THE FINISH THAT YOU 

WOULD EXPECT TO FIND IN A 
BOUTIQUE HOTEL ROOM. 

IT IS EASY TO USE, AND 
VERY ON TREND”

Jenny Kakoudakis 
seasonsincolour.com

1

Black Krome 3 Function Rail Shower
KMKITBK Black £130.55

1

Breeze Basin Mixer
BRBBKUK Black £195.54

2

Black Krome Wall Mounted Shower 
Arm And Head
KSABK   Black £113.00

3

Kaha Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(2 Outlets)
KAHA 2VDIVBK Black £510.52

4

Kaha Thermostatic Mixer Valve 
(3 Outlets) Matte Black
KAHA 3VDIVBK Black £636.00

5

Bath Fill & Overflow
PUW206BK   Black £175.00

6

2

3

4

6

5
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Motion
Water in

We know everyone has their own idea 
of the perfect shower. Whilst some 
prefer a cold morning shower to wake 
them up for the day ahead, others love 
nothing more than a warm relaxing 
shower to wind down after a hectic day. 

The Kaha and Kiri collections feature 
our patented Satinjet® technology. 
Unlike conventional showers Satinjet® 
uses twin-jets to create optimum water 
droplet size and pressure, producing 
over 300,000 droplets per second 
for an immersive experience. 

If you are looking for a direct and 
powerful spray then the Kiri collection 
is the one for you.

Both collections feature a cool touch shower 
valve with a 38°C temperature hot stop with 
an override function, for those that prefer a 
warmer shower. Offering safer showering in 
ultimate style.

move steadily and 
continuously in a 

current or stream; 
the fluidity 

of movement

Flow

1

2

3

4

5

Kaha – slide the 
button to switch 
easily between 
Satinjet body 
shower or massage

For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

Make 
your 
time 

yours.

2 Kiri Handset
KRHSCPUK Chrome £40.00

4 Kaha Shower Head
KHWSCPUK   Chrome £84.28

1 Overhead
OSRO230CPUK Chrome £184.00

Kaha Cool To Touch Bar Mixer 
With Diverter
KHCTADEF Chrome £567.00

Also available in Kiri

Kiri Cool To Touch Bar Mixer 
& Easy Fit Kit
KRCTSEFCP Chrome £252.00

Kaha Cool To Touch Bar 
Mixer & Easy Fit Kit 
(not shown)
KHCTSEFCP Chrome £264.003 Kiri Shower Head

KRWSCPUK Chrome £40.00

5 Kaha Handset
KHHSCPUK Chrome £78.65

Kiri Cool To Touch Bar Mixer 
With Diverter
KRCTADEF Chrome £520.00
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For our full range visit www.methven.com 
or ask in store for more details

Finishing Touches
When redesigning a bathroom it is easy to get carried away 
with choosing colour-schemes and decorative tiles, but it is 

also important not to overlook the finishing touches.

1

2

3

Surface Basin Mixer
SFBCP Chrome £282.00

Breeze Wall Mounted Mixer
BRWMBBK Black £264.00

Surface Wall Mounted Mixer
SFWBCP Chrome £390.00

Cari Basin Mixer 
with Clicker Waste
CABCPUK Chrome £150.74

3

1 Amio Basin Mixer
AMBCPUK Chrome £105.00

2 Breeze Basin Mixer 
with Clicker Waste
BRBCPUK Chrome £150.74 
BRBBKUK Black £195.54

Kea Basin Mixer 
with Clicker Waste
KEBCPUK Chrome £127.37

Kaha Basin Mixer 
with Swivel Base
KAHA113 Chrome £204.48

Aio Basin Mixer
AOBCPUK Chrome £216.19
AOBBKUK Black £297.26 
Lead Free Eco Brass® 
Cushion Close

Our extensive collection of beautifully 
designed, award-winning taps has something 
to complement all interiors, whether that is 
timeless elegance, contemporary geometric 
shapes or minimalist compact designs. We 
pride ourselves on attention to detail so look 
out for our cushion close mixers, slim stream 
aerators and if you are working with a small 
space then the Kaha mono basin mixer, 
featuring a swivel base is the ideal choice.

Leading the way in bathroom innovation, our 
Aio and Surface taps are made from 
Eco Brass – a revolutionary high quality 
material that helps preserve water quality 
for bathing and consumption. The innovation 
doesn’t end there; our bath shower mixers 
come complete with Aurajet® and 
Satinjet® showering technology. 

Voilà!
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METHVEN EXPERIENCE CENTRE, 
3-3A Stone Cross Court, 
Yew Tree Way, Golborne, 
Warrington, 
WA3 3JD
Tel: +44 (0)1942 680 177
Fax: +44 (0)8444 068690 
Email: sales@uk.methven.com
Web: www.methven.com
 www.deva.org.uk

 facebook.com/MethvenUK
 twitter.com/MethvenUK
 pinterest.com/MethvenUK ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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